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Alexander conquered most parts of the Western World, but there is a great deal of controversy over his invasion of India, the least known of
his campaigns. In BC 327 Alexander came to India, and tried to cross the Jhelum river for the invasion, but was then confronted by King
Porus who ruled an area in what is now the Punjab. According to Indian history he was stopped by Porus at his entry into the country, but
most of the world still believes that Alexander won the battle. Fearing the prospect of facing other large armies and exhausted by years of
campaigning, Alexander's army mutinied at the Hyphasis River, refusing to march farther east. This river thus marks the easternmost extent
of Alexander's conquests. Twelve papers in this volume examine aspects of Alexander’s Indian campaign, the relationship between him and
his generals, the potential to use Indian sources, and evidence for the influence of policies of Alexander in neighboring areas such as Iran
and Russia.

"Les Annales - Livre XI" de Tacite. Historien latin de la Rome antique (55-117).
The Grain Supply of England During the Napoleonic Period is a broad study of the profound influence the agricultural economy
had on English domestic politics during the Napoleonic wars. During an extended period when war threatened unpredictable
disruptions of trade, grain produced domestically was crucial to the economic health of the nation. A steady and affordable supply
of domestically produced staple foodstuffs was politically important for keeping the population calm during wartime, and favorably
disposed to governments that could assure an affordable food supply for the home front while still supplying troops abroad--and
keeping farmers solvent. This study looks at the economic history of the period, including the influence of the "Corn Laws" that
helped maintain the political and economic balance.
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